
In 2018, the global hydrocarbon processing industry spent more than  
$50 B in maintenance projects. Since equipment failures can result in  
expensive unit or total plant shutdown, best-of-class companies maintain  
the mindset that investing to improve reliability and equipment conditioning  
is a great benefit to the organization. With dozens of new downstream 
processing units forecast to begin operations over the next few years,  
the pool of maintenance and turnaround projects will increase, as well.  
This includes thousands of units/plants already in production within  
the refining, petrochemical and gas processing/LNG industries. In 2019,  
billions of dollars will be invested to ensure that maintenance and  
turnaround programs are completed. These investments are an inevitable 
expenditure to ensure stable and safe plant operations.

ADVERTISING OPTIONS 
 
Directory Homepage Annual  
  Rate

Leaderboard $2,100 
728x90px (one of 5 rotations)

Skyscraper $1,700 
160x600px

MPU                               $1,600 
336x280px

 

Product Page Rate

Leaderboard $1,100 
728x90px (one of 5 rotations)

Skyscraper $800 
160x600px

MPU                               $700 
336x280px 

 

Take advantage of the advertising opportunities  
in the Global Maintenance and Turnaround Directory. 
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VIEW YOUR CURRENT LISTING ONLINE

UPDATE OR ADD YOUR LISTING ONLINE

UPGRADE OR ADVERTISE

HydrocarbonProcessing.com/global-maintenance-turnaround-directory

To complete your listing online, simply log on to 
HydrocarbonProcessing.com/global-maintenance-turnaround-directory/
sign-up-form

If you are not a current advertiser with HP and would like more than  
5 categories, you must provide credit card information.

Upgrade your online listing to stand out among your competitors  
or advertise with banner or MPU ads. Upgraded listings and ads 
linked to your website are posted for one year.

LISTING UPGRADE OPTIONS 

Upgrade Type Rate

Standard $600

Premium $1,200

Additional categories $50 each

 

GLOBAL MAINTENANCE AND TURNAROUND 

DIRECTORY



GLOBAL MAINTENANCE AND TURNAROUND 

DIRECTORY

 Yes. I want to be participate in the Global Maintenance and Turnaround Directory. 

I understand that Hydrocarbon Processing will bill (  my company )  (  my agency ) annually and that the participation will renew automatically. 
 
Company __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

City  _______________________________________________________  State  ______________________________________________________

ZIP  ________________________________________________________  Country  ____________________________________________________

Phone  _____________________________________________________  Fax  ________________________________________________________

Name  ______________________________________________________  Title  _______________________________________________________

Signature  ________________________________________________________________________  Date __________________________________

Agency Name (if different from above) _______________________________________________  Phone  ________________________________

 
 
Advertising Options: 

Directory Homepage:           Leaderboard          Skyscraper           MPU

Product Page for Category: ________________________________________________          Leaderboard           Skyscraper           MPU  
 

Submit this space reservation form and forward your advertising materials to:  
Advertising Production, at AdProd@GulfEnergyInfo.com.

For more information:  
Please contact Laura Kane, Account Excecutive at L.Kane@GulfEnergyInfo.com or (713) 412-2389.


